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F'OREWORD

Two.symposia were condtkted during the 1971 Annual Meeting of the

American-Educational Research Association to deal with a recent book

entitled Educational Evaluation and becision Matiu, prepared by'the

Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on?Evaluation. The first

symOosium was descriptive in na'ture, while the second was evaluative..

This report-contains only the'information from the second sYmpositmi,

since the substance of the firSt symposium is atready available thrOugh

the Phi Delta Kappa book.

The first symposium wes a dezcription of a tWo-year effort by the
.

PDK National Study Committee on Evaluation to analyze problems and to

conceptualize relevant soluilons in the field of.evaluation. Members

of the POK Committee introduced and summarized the material contained

in the eleven'chapters of their final report. This symposi Was
.

.

e
Intended to pTovide-the-bas-is-for-the-secomd-rel-ated--symposium, :a

which.experts in educational change theory, Mucational wiministration,
:

educational psychology, philosophy of science, and educational evaluation

offered critical rtlons to the PDK report on evaluation.

The second symposium was chaire0 by,Walter J. Foley,-a member qf6

the PDK Study Committee. The critiquers included Henry M. Brickell,

Institute for Educational Development, John C. Flanagan, Amerrican

Institutes for Research, William B. Michkel, University of Southern

California, Michael Scriven, University of California at Berkeley,

and James L. Wardrop, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,



Each critiquer had reviewed an advence copy of the P01( book and had

developed a formal reaction. Copies of the critiquesl, Eis edited by

the authors, form the substance of this report.

As organizer.of the second symposium, lwih to express apprecia-..

tion for the diligent efforts of the reviewers to provide in-depth

reactions to the 1201( report and for Walter Foley's capable chairing

of the session. Important issues are Identified among the critiques

and should serve to further the efforts of those who are committed

to improving both the theory and practice of educational evaluation.
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A-CRITIQUE OF THE .REPORT OF THE PHI DELTA KAPPA

STUDY'COMMITTEE ON EVALUATIOW-.

Henry M. Brickell

The enoimous Scope of the Commission report is pn achievement

for its authors buta massive prOblem for its'critics. 'Where Ooes
is

on&grasp the beast to-wrestle with it? For those ofyou,in the

audience who have riot read the COmmission report, the riSk you face

IS that each one of us pt the symposium rill drag a different section,

into the ring, leaving the bulk Of_the creature outside the arena,

That will give you the impression not that we are reporting on

an elephant but that we have segmented a giaht platypus and randomly

assigned its parts for evaluation. I wanted you to have vy,assessment,

'of the context we are,in before hearing my input into ihe process

of judging the product. (The Commission's report can change your

language.)

- The brc-__ k-11 ,ssion's work outreaches any critique'

of less than 532 pages, the length of the book itself. Its 'A-I:cation

1 an :.-:ctIon that triggers reactions. It accuses; ohe war to make

lninter accusations. It argues; one war-s to argue.back. it Illustrates;

ora wants to use opposin illustrations. Ifilhere it asks a oJeion, one

wants to,answer. When it giveS.an' answer, one %plants to que5tIon.

To set some limits around. my Own comments, I will vim this new

creeture with the ayes of a practicing decision-maker in a 4)lic
,;.f.

stool 1stric The7-e are two reasons for thi ,- The fir: it that

I have spent mst ,.)f my career as a decision-maker and hav had a good

-
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chance to observe other decition-makers in action. The second reason

is that there is a large and growing'demand for evaluation services

for those who manage either ongoing school programs or special

projects and who must periodically decide:whether to continue, modify,

or terminate them. The obligation to evaluate ESEA Title I and other

federal programs is of course a majqr source of that demand. But

certain new developments, such as rising dommunity interest in,schools

and the growth of'performance contracting; increase the demand for

evaluation sirvices, pecision..makers, who are the clients for the

kind of evaluation being proposed, will have definite opinions about

the utility Of those services. Since funds for the kind of evaluation

being proposed by the Commission will come from those clients rather

than from traditional research-funding sources, their reactions will

shape the:future of the mov ment. .RiSearch dan be pursued at the

Initiative of th'e individual scholar, even without special funding,

but the kind of evaluation envisioned by the Commission certainly

cannot be.. Thus, aOart from the need for more detailed- conception and

a much better methódology (needs pointed tcOay the Commission itself)

'the neactiont of decisionmakers may be decisive.
4

NOW I will react as decision-maker. Allright. Here is a body

.
of theory and practice that wants lo be my tervant--nomy consuitant

even more accarately, my colleague. My very first reaction is,

"4 have.met soMeone like you before--in fact, quite a number of you."
d

IThave a school psychologist'who often comes in when I am trying to

make decisions and explains that I ought to use him as a consultant.



He tells me that the school is a wholly halan enterprise,.that he

specializes in human behavior, and that Inas much as my decisions

deal with people he ought to guide me. The last t:me he was in I heic=,

to break off fo-r an appointment with the curri,culum coordinator, who _

explains that since Instruction is the central'function of the

school, I ought to let him advise on all my major decisions. The

day before, my business manager had remindechme that we run the place

on money, that every decision I make has a price tag, and that he-can

keep us in the black only if I wi:l bring him in on my decisions i

advance. I didn't know whether to be more imOressed with that or with

what our community relations man had said abouthow'he codld keep us

out of needless trouble with the activists if I would check with him

beforehand on how my decisions would be received in the community. \,

I had left the community relations
specialists to meet with the

building nrincirials, whO complain that I spend too mh time listenipg

to the central office staff. The real work of the system takes place

out in the scheiol buildings, they say, and'they-as principals havei

.the best vantage point for helping me make decisions. The teacheri,'

union has nigotiated itself a chair on my side of the desk ao that- b

,

'it cen.keep me aCqUainted -In advance with how my- decislods will be..

taken by teacherswhich-the union 'explains is only simple justice.

-
since,the teachers are the people whQ.must Carry out ciecisions. .

Once I thought 1-had command of every one's territory; nów I

realize that theY'all have commind of mine.

5



But I
must admet that you are especially Intriguing to me, you

new-breed evaluator. The immediate reason happens to be thâi t I have

jyst hired a planner. .He has explatned,his lob to me. have leaf-tied

From him that planning is the central -decision-making function and-

that he will tussplend most of.his time helping me make decisions.

I am not surprised; But what interests me most is'that he wants to

help me 1,) set goals, 4)choose among alternative courses of action he

has generated, 3) allocate people and money to the chosen course-of

action, and 4) Use the results to plan better next time. Obviously,:

not-ohly are both of you in my territoryi which is already crowded,

you are Also in each other's. to notonly can I.weleoMe you to the

club, I even know who-to giveyou for a roommate. Maybe the two of'

yail can-work out which one is going to help me do what.

Before I learned about your concept of evaluation, I. had a

,

fairly simple picture of how to use4both a planner and an evaluator.
41,

.,

rwould send the planner out of one door
i

Of my oftiCe ith a roll of

.plans under his arm.ind eventually.you,. as an evaluator, would come

) . .: .

. ,

. ,

in'the other door with an. evaluation report on.how the plans_had

wOrked out. You could- meet:,the planner ei My.uesk. But I reali;e

now that-hehas stretched himself so far' fOrWafd that he is standing

,

at your door and you have stretChed yourself-so farlbaCkward that you

are standing at his. I have had to,deal. with role conflict and now I

can see I am going to have to deal with viiie overlap.
-

I have-some other reactions as well.. You remiind me for some

reason of.the gtion research movement. As Max Corey de)pribed It,



>k_

.action retarch in the hands of the classroom didn't sound tp Me much

like.research; but it didsoUnd,llke intelligent action. 'For.

.(
example if the--:,leeehet could,tell_thatifangs were going wrong she

was supposed to Change them right then-nOt.keepc on going so she

could accumulate a Solid,mass of dismal raSults at the'.05'or
L

, .

pi'eferablyy,Ol jevel.'TThat made Sense;,thatli exactlythe tay f r'do

things as a decision-maker; You do seem to understand that, unlike
,

mos:t of the evqluators I have met,lc,pm not';going.tP hold things

steady just so yod can evaluate therri. But Lhave always felt-the-

evaluators believed I was somewhat sloppy, that they couldn't help

me If. I wouldn't play the game their way, and'that,it was ali'my

If yot.i could really. help Me without.gettingin the way and
.

_

cramping my style white.-1 aM trying to run with the ball, then I'm

terested, put -Fhave enough rher-hurdies to JuMp:.over.Without

having-tOclear sOme,extra'ones 7that you set up,
.
.

.

,You'iemind me also for some reeson of the new curriculum packages
.4.

,.

where the exaMination doesnt coMe at' the end of.the -course but is

scattelred in pieces throughout, lesscin bY lesson or uniLby unit io

,
that the teachei- can tell how things are grilng--even child by child-°-

,

without walting_until it's top late.'-That makes sense. If you

can do Something like-that about.thesdecisions.1 hfive to make in-

,. 7. IL-,

my,,office, I'm interested.

One thing'l may as well .ell yoU qUite'frankly. I wouldn t even

be corisideridg you for a .kbb if F didn't e've these federal programs

e
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that have to evaluate.. Your sea-aryls going to-come Oght out

of that evaluation money and you are-going to.have to keep the state.

Off<tclats,satisfied that our Title I projects are succetsfql so

that we can,keepian.getting the.funds. -.1 am Willtng to change :

projeCts that don't suct;e0d, yoto under'stand, but uhat you- have tO.

Imow Is.that the state people are mainly kntereSto..4 '1-f:tested

*

pupil performancewashington pushes them,that way, of courseand

,
they don't want to settle for anythln else. If _ydur approach

.

is goi, to add pmething'to,the eValuation of- thatUltjmete

productpupil learning-4.but nOt trY-,-to Substitute something for
.

it-, then I'm Interested.' .But we liave,to keep the state people

happyand I haVe tiO..be sure they Will ettle fo'r your method.

50mAthlng:1 don't fully,understand is how you-ere going.to use

the flnlitigs of thter;research done.elsew0ereparticmiarly the research

that is generalizableto my situation. -Are you-saying that when 1

:Out jn-sofpething that has beenproven successful by previous- research

eldewhere that Cstiii _have to pay to hive it evaluated all.- over

,Again in my diWicc? Why can!x,we use those other resuitsf

,

The-things yob, are talking about doing-scund pretty expensive.

Allut if L understand you correctlY-we don't have to evaluate
, 4.-

-1

everything. Aix least, we-dOn't.have to put everythtng through

th .i. full evequation cycle. .We-could evaluate onlythe major changes..
;

we could evaluate all the Changes: 0,r, if, I could affod U,
A

8.



we could evaluate,everything whether it has_been changed or not.

That'decision would be up to me andeit would depend on. whit we

could afford. Right?

One thing I am very concerned-about is that you not go around

turning Up a/lot of trouble. I think thins are going pretty well. .

Anyhow. I hope sofor several reasons. One is that the staff is'

-working pretty hard under difficult conditions and I alM not interested

in having you bring.in a critical report everycemple of weeks

finding fault with something. The teacher and principals need

encouragement and a sense of success more than anything.else.

In.addition to that, if would not make a very good impression on

the Board if you found trouble-in every corner. One big reason

I hope you are-not going to find many things wrong is that I

can't keep on changing everything all the time. First the

distriCt can't afford it and second, I don't wan the place in

constant turmoil. So, if your approach can locate success as well

as failureand not show'that nothing we try ever works, like most

of our past evaluation consdltants have fodnd, then I am interested.

At the very least, :you will have LI help me rank any problems.you

find So that I can solve.the ex;rst-Of them.and let the ,others go

by.

A have been "paying:a tittle attention to the-performance

confracting movement. ye, are pot really interested ,right.now

and I want to see how It goes int-other districts first, but I.

-9
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would like to know whether your approach could put the finger on

,thingS that we would be better_off contracting Out-to some,other

agency--or,maybe even to our-own teachers union. The Board .of

Education would certainly be,interested in that.

One other thing you have to understand. I may not always

take your advice, even if you think it's good. I have other things

to- think'about. 'Let me give you an example. Last October an

evaluation consultant I had hired brought in a report on our

paraprofessionals for the previous year. He was able to show

pretty convincingly that paraprofessionals weren't having any effect

on the test scores-ofthe elementary children, which we have been

hoping they would. He said:his findings forced him to recommend

that the paraprofessional prograth be terminated in favor of sOmething

else. -Great. Great advice. That's all he knew about it. What

he didn't knoW was that we were in a bit of a recession in this city

,last fail.. All I needed to do was to drcip those minority-group

paraprofessionals from the payroll all of them live right around

the scools where they work, have kids in school and a lot,of

contacts in the.neighborhood. -.Fire.them all during that recesiion

and we would have had-something close to an armed revolution. So

riaturatiy, I still_have the program going on just as befare. I

can't use advice ilke what he gave. NoW, if there is something in

the way you do evaluation that can take into account all aspects

) -

of the problem, then I'm interested.-

,
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So 'nisch for my reactions as a practicing decisio&-maker. Let

me step out of his shoes and comment on the Commissidn's work as

an evaluator, which I am from time to time.- As an evaluatOr, I

would welcome something that would enable me to stop saying to the

decision-makers that come to me:

"Too late. You should have come to me long before you started

this progrwil. It's Jano.4ry, and youlwe been underWay since Septemt

Your achievemert te ;rogram doesn't contc-in anything I can

use aL a post-test, 3SS a preT.te-t..-You iidn't even specify

Aapil behavioral objer when you started tt- s International

_:xchange PrOgram fc Tea '-ters. Moreoyer, it lcoks like everybody

who could benefit from it is already in the program so we don't

eVeh have a control group. Sorry; I can't help you."

Well, I want to help. I don't want to be a sorry researcher if

I can be a useful evaluator.

In summIry, the work of the Commission represents a.promising

way of bringing disciplined inquiry into the service of the decision-
1

maker, something researchers have had ir-4at difficulty in doing. The

amountOf intelligence and hero( work applied by the Commission

surely will advance us toward that objecilve.-

Certainly we need something between the mindless and rapid

evaluations performed in the early days of Title I and the excessive

reactions to them which have government officiatstoday expecting

us to show that if a Teacher Corps:Trainee goes to a good lecture

s,

12
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as a college junior in 1971, her pupils in '073 will -get higher

achievement test scor-s as a result.

The Commission report itself is hors( trying to pc nt out

its own shortcomings. One of the best cri 's Oe self-

exémination contained in the final chapter tr_ vo

What I admire most ithe Commission°s t ess 1:Jaring to

call for work which requires the invention c r met ldology--

rather than inventing new work to fit the le rr,-,:hodology.

0
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A CRITIQUE OF THE MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION ASPECTS

OF gimanomkiyamusurip_pssisic4AKin

'John-C. Flanagan

As one of a panel of five reactors to this .repc i feel a little

bit like one of-the five blind men, describing the eiep ant. Unl,ike

the b!ind men, my colleagues.and 1 all ade this elephant, but our .

deSCriptions are likely to be rather dissimilar because of our

special fields of interest and our varied previous experiences. Thus,

the descriptions, although all based on the same 532-page 1-ton

elephant can be expected to be quite different.

In my description the emphasis will be on techniques of measurement,
e

;late collection, and the central role of the Individual student in

evaluation activities. Before proceeding tospecific points, some

general'impressions seem in order. First, the report is comprehensive,

detailed, and analytical'. It analymes evaluation into stages occurring
I`

In various settings, having various scopes, and providing information

relevant to various types of decisions..., it is thorough and systeMatic

and Orovidaa,e very sciod framework. Of course, it isn'ethe.book 1 ..

would have written because it doesn't really do much for providing

measurement techniques, at least:not new ones, or even a real good

revieW of what we do haVe,-and of course it doesn't center Onithe

individual as the evaluation unit in the way that I would like to

see IZt!=although there Is mention of thli.'

13
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The report is based on a specific definition of e/aluation

which is: "Educational eValuat!on is the ?rocess of 661ineating,

obtaining, and prnviding useful informatfcn for judging decision

alternatfves.'

This defi :Rion is-followed by a discussion of fc4.1r stages in

the process of decision-making including seventeen sr, cific elements.

In addition to this study of the decision process. there Is a detailed
-

description of possible decision settings, decision models types

of decisions, and scime problems related to decision-makin$4, In this

chapter ond the chapters which follow on criteria, values, information

and systems theory, and evaluation methodology, the emphasis seems

.tobe on delineating.and discussing all possibliities rather than on

the practitiUside of,the conduct of educational evaluation.

.In-Chapter Seven, the four types of evaluation are,presented

.
together with a generali model for conducting any one of these types

Of eviluation. the three steps which are proposed for all types

of evaluatiOn are delineating, obtaining, and providing.

The foUr types of evaluation are:

First, Context Evaluation which 'has as itS purpose 'to provide

a rationale for determination of Objectives....Specifically, it'defines

the relevant environment, describeo.the desired and actual conditions

pertaining to that environment, identifies unmet needs and.unused

opportunities, and diagnoSes the problems that prevent needs from

15



hf7,ng met and'opporiunities from .being used. The diagnosis

problems provides an e*sential basis for develtDping oblec iv- 'those

achievement will result in program improvement,"

. The authors state that context evaluation is the mos 7)E t

kind of evaluation. The authors divide context evaluatic, Int two

modes - sgmolustna and congruence,. In the contingency mvde ealuat'on

laarches for opportunities .to improve the system by chanOng tle

objectiyes. The congftence mode evaluates the ex.Lent to whicE

intended objectivet are achieved.

This reviewer strongly endorses the emphasis on this tr..

evaluation and the distinction between the two modes far studS. .ng

the objectives of ithe system. The discussion, however, seerils to lack,

sufficient emphasis'on needs and opportuni.ties with respect to Individual

students and although there is an emphasis on broad exploratory probing,

it appears desirable that there be more specific,proVision-for

unplanned outcomes and the achievement of unintended objectives as

well as those'intended for the system.

The second type of ralution, input evaluation is intended

to provide the basis for selecting a design to achieve program objectives.

This involves the study of relevant capabilities, stretegies for

achieving objectives, and basic specific designs for implementing

a proposed strategy,

The authors point mit that "techniques for input evaluation

are lacking in elucation." One available technique which appear

1 5



applicable and is not discussed is the method of explicit

rationales.

The 'third type of evaluation, process evaluation, is intended

"to provide feedback to persohs responsible for implementing plans

.and procedures." To a substantial degree, what diese authors have

included in process evaluation has come to be known as formative

evaluation followtng the terminology of Michael Scriven. The objec-

tives of process evaluation'are: to monitor the implementation of

the design, to provlde information naeded for planned decisions

during the implementation phase, and to maintain a record of the

-:extent to which the project is actually impemanted,as desioed.
4

fhiS type of- evaluatio h. is clearly of great importance.

The,fourth type of evaluation,_product evaluation, measures and

interprets:the extent to which objectivei were aehleVed: The
1

c r te r a which are measured to perform this evaluation are classified

as either instrumental or consequential following Scriveei terminology,

instrumental criteria refer to what have been frequentlY called

intermediate criteria. -CommegUential crlteria are those usually

-called ultimate criteria,

The'authors point out that "In the assessment of objectives

relating to adoption, product evaluation andcontext evaluation

ultimately merge in the measurement Of the imPact of the total
4

change effort on the overall system. Context evaluation then:takes

on the systematic functions of monitoring the total system and the

ad,hoc product evaluation is terminated."

16
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In a later Seatjon_the authprs state "product evaluation assesses
%-

attainments of changepTojects within a system, and context evaluattnn

assesses the impact of the obtained change on the total system."

This distinction between context and product evaluation seems to be

a. useful cne. In their general Aiscussion of the features of their

evaluation model, the apthors again emphasize the basic importance

of-context evaluation and the need for a much more comprehensive data.

Aaase to perfont this function. Unfortunately, they do not seem be

go far enough in developing specifications end procedures for

-collecting this very important data base. Educationat systems have

continued to operate with very little attention at eiti'ler the local

or national level to the study of the needs of individual students.

The authors of this study have inserted two or three paragraphs

suggesting the-use of the individual student as the unit of measure

In evaluation studies. The remarks are relevant. and. vatuable. It

woclid be desirable if their impilcations were carried through more

fulIy in'the subsequent discussions of implementing evaluation

programs.

The later chapters of the.repprt on impleMenting and administer-.

ing evalUation programs need to 66 supplemented by-ha-ndbook materials

;on what data to collect to study .the,needs and opportunities of

the total educational system especially as it relates to the individual

stnesmt. Some of the' procedures uSed tn recent years to obtaln.sech

4k.



data include intensive ,case studies of students on a sampling
A:.

Aiasis; follow-up studies of recent graduates to determine the utiIity

of theknowledge and abilities achieved- in school; and intensive

studies of adults fn various,roles and actiVities to determine

the.specif4 educational objectives which would have been most,appro-

priate-for them during their study programs In school. These types

of data are not mentioned fn the book.

There is probably no more important problem In education at
. -

the present time than determining the educational Objectives for

each individual studeilt. It is believed that during the later

educational years, much of the responsibility for these decisions

should be given to the student. To prepare him for taking .such

responsibility it'is believed that one should start in the primary

grades by giving students some responsibility in planni-ng and carrying

out their educational programs. This will necessarily be limited in

the earfy years, but the ability to take responsibility requires

much practice.

This will require that the student know the specific knowledges

end abilities required for many adult nbles and activities. He must

also know something about the-nature of learning and individual

differenees and be able to estimate the extent of effort required

for him to achieve a specifio level of profiCiency with,respect

to various,types of content or abilrty. To assist the studetit

18
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in formulating his long-range educational and occupational goals the

behavioral scientist needs'detalled and extensive studies of students

both during and following their exposure to specific educational

experiences which can be made available to current students as a .

A

basis for making their decisions. A minor point regarding the present

report Is that 4n view Of tilese authors such behavioral scientists

are clearly functioning as elialuators In providing the basis for
( -

Individual decisions; however, their functions appear to be hroadly

those of the behavioral pcientist and not specifically'those usually

considered as apprópriate for an evaluator.

To sum up this review of educational eveltiation and decision-

making as presented by these authors, the first point to be noted is

,that the definition selected by these authors includes only one type

cof evaluation in education and therefore should not be thought of as

,

the only function of,evaluatjon methods in the educational field.,

There are many Instances in which evaluative data are very desirable

even though no decisions have been defined'and no actions are

anticipated, .Howevere.for, purposes of-decision oriented educational

evaluation, the report has much to commend it. The efforts of the

seven Members of the Phi Delta Kappa Commission on Evaluation fr

represent an Important step forward in increasing our understanding

and ability to conduct effective educational evaluation studies. As

ths authors point out, this Is only the beginning of an IMportant

effc ft to Improve our educational programs.
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A CRITIQUE OF THE METHODOLOGY OF,EVALUATION IN THE PDK
3,

VOLUME', 'EDUCATIONAL EVALUATiON AND,DECISION- MAKING'

Michael

The PDK volume affords:probably the-most comprehensive and

penetrating conceptualization of educ,ttal e4aluetion and

decision making currentljin a4ailable. The'CIPP (context-Input--

process-prddOCOModel can use much of exiSting researCh methodology,

particularly in product evaluation, but does require new methodology

especii,Ily in reference to.the context, input, and process Components

that tend to be.somewhat more closely assoclated.with formative evaluai-

tion than with product evaluation.

The.modest stance which the'PDK Evaluation Study .CoMmittee

-members group have-taken and their reCeptivlty.to Suggestions undoubtedly

mean thatIthere will be ample opportunity for.the work group to make
\
A

/Improvements_and to Move-forward in developing the kindS of methodology
J

..

,that wilt be needed. They seem tO be neither inflexible in their

Orientation to evaluation nor resistant to suggestions, For this

kind of openmindedness they are to te-cOmmended*

One May look'at the evaluation methodology relative to the.

CIPP Model from two standpoints: (I) the feasibility of the CIPP

Model given current research methodology, and (2) the need for nom

methodology given the CIPP approach to evaluation, After consideration

,

of each of these-two broad topics, some recommendations will be set
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forth which essentially will summarize many of the comments that

are made in the critique'of the first two categories(

Model

Relative-then to the firstcategory,. the feasibility of the

CIPP Model given current research methodology, these comments may

by offered:

l. In summative evaluation of products .as In accountability

studies, classical research methodology involving use of an eXperimental

and control group still affords a viable,approach provided that evaluators

can be placed In posktIons of influence and power in funding and

governing agencies tO al!ow them to nequire certain .approved research

designs--especilly those designs incorporating Use of randomization

in large-scale evaluaiion studiesi Such large-scale studies are

expensive, but the educatiOnal enterprise is also expensive. Such

0

carefully planned investigations carried dut under relatively well

controlled conditions would pormit the formation.of caUsal Inferences

.

and generalization as well as valid methods for-determining cost-

effectiveness in accountability studies.

2. Relative to.existing research methodologY several ether

.pOints may be nated.

a( A great deal of existing research methodology can be

used in evaluation studies with quite specific and limited objectives

as In the determination of the most effective ways to teach
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mUltiptication or substraction.or to acquire clearly delineated

psychomotor Skills. -

-b. Laboratory schools within colleges of education afford

opportunities for experimentation.in which products can be evaluated

in a relatively reliable and valid manner.

c. Some research designs such as the multiple time series

or regression discontinuity analysis described by CaMpbell and Stanley

afford a basis for drawing causal inferences especially in relation

to product-oriented evaluation and for making decisions regarding

effectiveness Of alternative educational programs.

d. In thJ laboratory orientation of many colleges of

education opportunities exist.to investigate systematiCally in an

-
evaluation setting such important problems as differential ra'tes

of retention and learning, the transfer of learning which, toe\ often,

Is glibly assumed to occur, and the effectiveness of group verSus

individual problem solving endeavor through ute of simulation games.

Need far New Nethed0,1224-042.0-tharaiLLAW.91

Despite this rather jiositive state of affairs which.allows one

to use.existing research methodology fbr product _evaluation in a

,reasonably well contralled setting, there certainly is- however, a

need for new methodolow given the CIPP approach to evaluation.

Especially in the context, input, and process forms of evaluation
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which are often carried out in different social andenvirpnmental

contexts, there is a definite need for new methodology, much of which

might bekadapted from anthropology, sociology, history, political

science, and economics. Curriculum specialists and evaluators find

the distinctions among theSe three components of context, inpu

and process evaluation to be somewhat overlapping and at times to A

c.

be somewhat ambiguous or even contradictory.

The following points may be noted:

1. Throughout the recycling process of the CIPP Model, which

involves constant feedback and dynamic modifications in the'various

steps of evaluation and decision-making, there is the need to

establish either explicitly or implicity cause and effest

relationships primarily through nariaWing or limiting the.number

of possible alternative hypotheses. The work of Yee and Gage

recently reported in.the fucholegLERI,Bulletin offers considerable

promise for establishing possIble-direction of cause and effect

among seveyal sets of correlated 6easures obtained at different

times.

-2. A pressing need exiSts to develop a-methodology for estab-

lishing value systems in the seleciion of objeCtives and in iheir

implementation particularly within the realm_of Context end Input

evaluation. After ail the word .'eva1uat'1on' in essenee contains

the word "value." The problem orsetting priorities in the selecticin
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of objectives within a social context is particularly essential

and deserving of serious systematic treatment. Again, methodological

approaches underlying historical, anthropological, and sociological

research could be potentially very helpful.

3. In all phases of the,CIPP Model and throughout the whole

process of decision making, consideration needs to be given to the

ways in which different kinds of avar-,,ble infor7 ion-maybe sorted,

integrated, and incorporated in the e_e zion-making process, Such

information can be examined in a relaeliely well !;-entrolled simulation

game or through obsevvatio7 in a rea ',c day-te-day school settlng

permitting replicability. Field te c-e. need to be made of many of'

the proCedures suggested in the CIPP delD aS Bob Hammond of

Mentanals Department of Public instruction IS doing just now. He

is Involving people with training in other 'kinds of.disciplInes.

'For example, he has one Man-with a background in banking who, in

having a rather realistic orientation to Cost accounting and cost-

effectiveness, is trying out the CIPP Model in rather practical

.contexts. Furthermore, field testing will allow-for extensive

trial and ernar observation so that one will know how the-various

components of-the MP Model will work.

4. Another underlying methodological concern is the need to

distinguish between the,role of the evaluator and the decision-

maker and to aseertaie in a given conteXt for evaluation the relative

degree of independence or overlap of their respective functions.
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5. Once refinements in the methodology for use with the

CIPP Model are developed, concerted efforts will be required to

familiarize and train individuals in the use of the model. For

example, participants in a two.rday simulation game held at The

Ohio State University In conjunction with an evaluation of the PD

volume last June said that they found the model was eery useful

as a conceptual framework but difficult to impement because cf tneir

lack of familiarity with it. They necesearily relied on pas.% exp:rier e

and intuition to make evaluation decisions. Thuc extensiive study of

and experience with the C1PP Model are needed so that one cae use it

nether automatically without having to ferret througN ail of te

varioui components. Currently the complexities of the model will

probably prevent its wide use and application until there is extensive

in-service training.

it is important VD point out that the heuristic properties Of

the CIPP Model for doctoral dissertation research are great indeed

even if its use displaces the overworked classical experimental-

control group models. Doctoral committees should encourage students

to do developmental studies even though they may represent a break

with tradition. As professors of educational research, many in the

audience could encourage students to'do developmental kinds of work

such as that which could be used for validating the CIPP Model.
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Recommendatons

Within the context (:)7 what has been said the following rec.-,mmen-

dations may he formulated:

I. Tht: CIPP Model should oe given extentive consideration el

a guide for conceptualizing essental characteristics of discrepancy

evaluation c.:tivities.

2. Tl'ortsishould be made wnenever poss ble to use e,-,istinf,

research m, liodology jri Implement'ng many of the object ves of

CA)11 Mode espec!Aily the ii,:;ance of product evation.

3. .tention should be, dir-cted toward devisini new methPlogiess

many of woh can be adapted from those of the soctac Eziences, to

answer oueStions raised by application of the CUP Model. In

particulars the following recommendations may be set forth:

a. Concerted effort should be followed throughout the stages

of contexts input, procesi, and product evaluation to furnish

different kinds.of evidence that will make possible formulation of
c

both explicit and implicit inferences regarding possible cause and

effect relationships.

b. Systematic efforts should be directed toward the develop-
.

ment of a methodology for setting value systems in the selection

and implementation of objectives as in context. and ,Input evaluation.

c. The full process of' decision making in reference to the

cvallability of many kinds of information should be'studied systemat-

ically in .relation to the CIPP evaluation model.
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Attention Should be given to:how the CIPP Model

can 6e av,,;, tageously used in accountabilit miles, for whic-

there wilt be inoreasing pressures and demands.

4. F.Jrther energy needs to be direeted,to -efine and dif-

entiate the educationel and technical role of t a evaluator, a

distineti n which has not been made entirely ci ar to the satiE

of a aumber of persons who attended the POK-The. Ohio State Univrsity

conference lest June.

5. The feasibliity of establishing.semine-D and in-sen

training .Thstitutes to give the C1PP Model greater visibilitl

utility-to the school zommunity.shouldsbe investigated.

St...Aumt.1.!aluatiorinl

All in all, the_CIPP Model offers great promise-of providing'

both external nd of the evaluation process.

niCertainly the i three'steps of dontext,input, and process

evaluation do much to sharpen the thinking of the evaluator who is

oriented toward product evaivation,_ because the.first.three steps
6

indeed afford the monitoring, recycling, and feedback functions

upon which effective product evaluation depends, The external

validity, however, is still open to serious concern, especially in

the accountability studies. Threatssto external validity may be due

most often to a lack of randomization or to the inability of the

evaluator to assume a position of power and influence which he
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might assum in evaluation studies involving decisions about a. multi-

miillon :=1 'r ducational enterprise. Irreipective Of the size of the

evalua7'.dv ,tit'drt or the magnitude.of the decision-making proCesses

involved.a the CAPP Model probably affords the most comprehen'Sive

conceptualiaet:Lon of education currently available. The expenditure

of efforts develop new and tb adopt existing methodologic for

obtainins .1:alyzing, and interpreting the data which the mode)

can geneP=. .7iNould increase its usefulness in the education

establishuz
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_VALUATION: NOBLE PROFESSION AND PEDESTRIAN PRACTICE

Michael Scriven

a PDK report is-certainly the most compendious and may well

most valuable treatise on evaluation in the literature,

s there should be a three-minute silence at this place, for"

almost the last nice,thing I say, But that's just because

:ot efficient to keep on saying nice things: the brain does not

1 redFIndant information,

think there are significant flaws in Ita,basic _conception of

evaluation as well 4 in its practical advice. Here are a few,

Its'basic conception exclades crucial paradigms of evaluation:

for example, the evaluation by historians of Aapoleon's tactics at

Waterlooi. I take a non-educational case'for interest, but there can

of =arse be'educational ones too; suppose you are evaluating the

schcol system in Athens. it seems clear that.this Is logically,

t!ne-same kind of enterprise as evaluating the tactics of an on-

ng field general orcontemporary educational activities', ,But

t,
latter can easily and the former can usually nOt be subsumed

under the POK (ex-CIPP) definition which requires that evaluation

be "data gathering for future decision making." Now you might, if

.you have a copy of the great work in'front of you think that was a

'ttle unfair of me, because the basic definition of evaluation
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which they use--"Evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining,

and prov ding useful Information.for judging deCision alternatives,"--

does not contain the word "future"- at all, But we very quickly find .

from the way it is interpreted that "future" is thekey point and
-

the implicit-definition in the PDK report is data gathering for itutui.e

'decision making, As a matter .of fact two pages before the definition

there.is a page which contains on it nothing but the following FillightPi.

ening slogan, in capital letters,THE PURPOSE OF EVALUATION 1$ NOT TO

PROVE BUT,TO IMPROVE, Now'that's great for formative evaluation,

but'that is not:of courie, the same thing as evbluation in general.

I don't think one'wents to restrict th loonception of educational

eValuatiOn to formative evaluation they actually restrict it further

than tha0. So it seems to me a mistake to try and tle It In to data

input for future decision making. Evaluation suffered for a hong

time from being regarded as simPly summative, but me don't have to

swihg _so far Over as to say it's never summative. We tind many

cases later on where It's even more obvious that they are thinking

only,of evaluation'as data Input for future, decision'making. I

think the mistake here is like the mistake ofdefining government,

for political science texts, say, in such a way as to cover only good

government. What you Should do, I believe, is to define government

as neutrally as you can, and then get into the question of what
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distinguishes good government from bad government under the heading

of political philosepity; in this case the philosophy of evaluation-

as-it-should-be-done by contrast with the definition of evaluation.

extempt to use a persUesive definition is soMething which

3"greatly effects the whole treatment and I think is unfortunate.

Another thing-that it excludes for exaMple,.are evaluations done

, on the basis of instant gestalt-trained judgment. Now in many areas,

far example in the grading of livestock and veterinary equipment,

...grading and eva-luating in:a striiightforward way. goes_ on and Is-

e

,essentiatty a perceptual:ativity. ProbablY the evaluation of

students:depends heavily en this instant gestalt person-perception

activity., 1,don t want,to'exclude that by definition, but it isn't
u

evaluative on thetr account, it's a judgment 'of worth or merit,

and,noW it is done, Whether that's 4aild or net, is a quiteseparate-

queStion.

And act my first worry.then is that to use this parttcuiar accOUnt

excludes'seMe importiant types*of eValuatiOn; whichyou,may Wish to.

Condemn as irrelevant ler'improper but i don't think you,would Want

to regard them as not-being evaluation at all.

The secOnd problem with their conception is that it inc1udes

vast areas of the non-evaluative cognitive domain, e.g. administration

. ,
theory and large parts of data gathering In the educational.area,

a decision which seeMS to me to unhealthily dilute)the notion of
1
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evaluation. The notion of evaluation essentially invoives-the judgment

of worth or merit. Now, to'do an evaluation you've gotto go and,

gather a lot of data first. It's reasonable enough, to say that that's

Of the lat of an evajuator,-but it's confusing to suggest that.

doing it.ls a kind of evaluating. Since a theoretician also has

to do juat that, you Might as well call it theorising. I think

it's wTong to su9gest that most of what they talk _about as context

evaluation is really evaluation. It is not; it's a market survey

After you've done the'market'survey, which you indeed must do before

you can do a good evatuation then yet, get started in the business

of tying the needs you uncover in with performance criterlaof other

alternatives andomaking judgments of worth and merit and Producing

the evaluation, whether it's formative or summative. But I don't

think it=s helpful to talk about ""context ewiluation." it's true

-

that, oneloart Of a market survey may sometimes involVe an evaluation

of competitive products, in the strict'sense;_but mbst of it-,,often

ail of it-ris simply a survey of wants. .And.that art of a market

survey is anyway not pai-t of what PDK.call context eyaluation. They
. ,

'call that "input evaluation." Bitt input evaluation es a whole might .

-better be called a resources and-Options survey in which some evaluation
e .

of the" relative merits and efficiency of those options and resources

goes on. But a lot of it is simply survey.
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Then Rrocess evaluation is--hard to work out, these

are very, very iriCky terms that are defined in 'six pages Of closely

written material; they're not defined briefly at ailProcess

evaluation iset-guite, as 1 thought it was when I first looked at

it, essentially formative evaluation. It is mostly monitoring and

bookkeeping, two of the three elements they identify as process

evaluation in this report--slightly changed from the standard

C1PP account of this, think, it may even include social bookkeeping.

Now these may be tremendously important for a specific evalUation, they

ifiay be neceSSary for a school system's operation but they are not

themselves formattve evaluation at all (contrary to Bloom'S unhelpful

bowdlerization). They may be feeding into one. But process evaluation.

in the technical sense they use it, is by and large nOt formative

evaluation at all (see page 315).

Product evaluation, surprisingly enough, turns oui to be both

summative and formative evaluation. I don't want to Impose these

terms of mine. I just mean by them the kinds of evaluation that

are used (a) to improve a developing pyoduct, etc., and (b) U0

determine the merits of a completed, unchangeable one. The actual

process of evaluation- the nature of evaluation in one sensit:--

is usually the same in both cases, but the role it plays and, in a

sense, the kind of entity evaluated is different. The feedback
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loop from formative eValuation js within the project infa.,.latioa flow

chart--it terminated at-a decision maker who controts'the next

R & D cycle, or someone who controls him. In summative, the feedback,
L\

is.to a consumer, typically,,or a spectator (a.historian, for example)

orperhapsto a judge ef the krocluser: who may pe considering

hiring him foT a related job. PDK's mistake Is to take the decision-

making role of many of these users of summativé evaluation as definitional.

But if the term "decision-maker" has any content at all, it does not

include the fan in the stands evaluating a single play, or the academic

version of him in the history department. (If you do cali these

"decision-Makers," e.g. because they "decide" on what judgment to

make, or because theTe are some actions of theirs that are affected

by large numbers of these little evaluations, then you have totally

dilUted the PDK definition, since everymt !s now akdays a decision-

maker and the prOtess of obtaining.information for these decisions

Includes every kind of ObservatiOn end reflectionin short,'

all cognitive procestes are evaluation. The.trivial or profound

.
sense in which th;..: is trUe eliminates the possibility of any theory

of evaluation in the sens which PDK undertakes, since they do not

plclude
the'whole of cognitive And creative psychology.),

In these terms, 4that.is "product eva1uat6on" as the term is

used in the PDK report? They frequently say thinv like this: "This

is what has'traditionally often been thotight of as all there Is to
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evaluation. So you think to yourself summative evaluation, in my

terminology, but it turns out in the fine print that that's not

true at all, since they insist that product evaluation itself must

be part oF the decision-making process: and the only kind of evalution

of which that's true is formative. So, it seems to me, these

categories are rather misleadingly referred to as four types of

evaluation. I don't think that's the best way to put it, not that

there's a stuaaim between "gathering data as a basis for making

n evaluation" and "evaluation," but just because the CIPP approach

fails to demarcate the data claims and the value ciaims themseivesc,

To make a much toe:41er and more pedagogical claim about the

C1FP analysis, it stoms to me about the most complicated and

confusing wav of analyzing the practical pracedures of evaluation that

1 can imaviao, and it's certainly the most complicated one that

I've ever seen. Not only is it impossible that teachers will grasp

this, or that school personnel are going to use this without very

intensive in-service training, but I think it's very doubtful whether

what they'll do after substantial training will repay the cost of

the training. I don't think we have to say that this is such a

complicated subject.as relativity theory where that situation would

not b., surprising. 1 suspect--to eut it pragmaticall--that

ten to one condensation of CIPP would gain so much in teachability

that any distortions introduced would be overshadowed by improved



comoi-ehension. think POI< dtp!:y to try this, or at least

to bet that it cnn't be dom,-, in which case I'll try- it. I think

it's terribly _important to du tt.. J. The less jergon we can get by

with the better; let's'junk. "formative" ond 'summative" and all

,these other terms "instrumental" and "consequential" and so on,

' along with funny terms like context evaluation, and let's see If

we can produce equally good evaluators in less time without theM,

or better evaluators in the same time.

I would like to go into details about the definitions of these

terms, but time is short, so let me instead try to make some practical

\

points.- The first practical point is that these arguments about
\ .

definitions are not "mere-Semantic' Issues" at all. Many programs are

not getting adequate funds for'evaluation, bUt those who run.the

programs and those who.run the evaluaticlins often have campy tely

different ideas-as to whet theyre surposed to dd with those fundS.-,.

,Andhl don't think!the,PDK report is gOing to do enough tO redime

this confusionecause it includes too Much and also exclUdeseame

aspects-of responsible evaluatien as I see it. There haVe already
1

been, cases where the granting agency .terMinated the evaluelon

contract because there was "not enough data-gatherIng"-going en,

although no case was made that the.required further data was necessary

for evaluation of the program n qvnstian.. PDK is quite clear

ibout this kind of point at times. At one pteee towards the end



they say, in'effect, Don't fool around gathering detailed cost data

if cost is not an object (in an experimental program, for example).

Don't west-) all that resource and time and effort and thought. All ,

right, but if you take that seriously, then you've got to be much

more precise about the distinction between general social bookkeeping

or monitoring, and getting precisely and only those 'pieces of

information that You've got to have for the evaluation. In particutar,

it should be clear to everybody remotely concerned with evaluation

that one does not hait to know 2_2inglajgal_tnLas about,what is

going oa In an educational process in order to know that the

project or method or process has'completely failed, completely

succeeded, or come somewhere in between. This is not aiwwis true,

and that is why I say that the crucial point to understand is that

the evaluation mai require absolutely no knowledge of what went on

between Day One and Last Day. Naturally, if there are process criteria

in the criteria of achievement, Vou'll have to look at process.

lf,,for example, you think it's important that the class-room be run

democratically, you'll have to loo in the classroom. But if

you are using retention criteria you don't need process data

(except to identify the occurrence of the experimental variable

in the experimental group and its absence in the contr81 group(s)).

But USOE isn't too clear about this; at times they feel that

if you're not collecting lots of data, you're not doing a

decent pvaluation. Eren for formative evaluation,
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this isn't true, where you" often do want to know which features

of an educational package were responsible for its success. To the

extent you do ,this, you are going beyond evaluation in the straight-

forward sense. Evaluation of a package is simply doing what it takes

to decide if the .RatalcaseL did any sell, Deciding what effects it had

without'using the language of merit ts both a narrowar and a broader

enterprise than evaluation; and deciding what it was in the package

of merit is, of course, an analytical anterprise of considerable

complexity, properly called educational_research but not,--except

by association--evaluation Even deciding what the package was,

that is, settling on an appropriate description for it, is process

research. It won't do OD argue that these things are all sharply

separate-4.theyire not. It won't even do to argue that they

should all be made, as separate as posstbie. For example, one of the

most useful kinds of evaluation is the radical comparison; to take

an imaginary example, one might assert that the talking page device

does a good job of teaching certain vocabularies, but no better

than the same page without the expensive talking feature at 1/9

the cost, That's useful evaluation, itla useful in the PDK sense:

it feeds into a future decision. it is much mOre useful than just

saying that-the talking page does &great job. The talking page is

a damned expensive item and the question that's important is whether

that's where you ought to put your money. Now "radical comparisons"

require some analytical comparati+fractionating research. So

,/
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I'm met arguing for a sharp distinction, but I am arguing for

distinguishing whenever in fact the distinr-'1 doesn't you;

bees-I/se-it will save you a great deal of money to make the distinction

unless you actuelly have to run the evaluation into something

else. For example, Sam'Ball ran up the bill for evaluating Sesame

Street quite a bit by getting into some research questions about which .

parameters controlled what variance. Interesting, useful, probably.-

justifiablehut not liCthe guise of evaluation.

I'm ?retty nervous about the rather casual way in whith the
5

FDK team dismiss what they nefer to as the classical experimental

designimodel for evaluation., They.do not give detailed reasons for

this. They sey things like "what you need to evaluate a pupil may

not be what you need to eviluate the utility of a program." Now

that may well be true. DUt you need to get down to cases and say

when it's true (if it is true) and what general conclusions can be

deawn from that. I myself feel that the atrength of the classical

comparati4e type of evaluation we've always,known is still ye y much

greater than the suggestions by Cronbach and PDK Would have us

believe.
1

Turning now to a more serious point; this conception of evaluation

has grave professional consequences for us, among them the elimina-

tion of fundamental criticisms of the client's objectives, since

these are accepted as the axioms for the study if So presented
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'.hat. is, unless he comes end asks you to help with

these, to a large extent they are accepted. (Page references on

thiS important ciriticism-7and there as'e times when they jump the

other wayinclude the following: 489 (a good clear one), 183

327, 410, 387, 411, 414, 419, and 422.) In my view, even when the'

client does not want his criteria criticized, the responsible

evaluator is' completely obligatedcontrarY to almost everything

the PDK reports suggest except in a few places at the end--to

subject them to the most minute scrutiny both before and after accepting

the job. For these criteria may and frequently do contain unsuspected

and well concealed anti-social, anti-personnel, impractical, or incon-

sistent assumptions, not to mention false and unclear ones. This

fatal error of orientation shows up throughoutthe report, and it

has deep philosophical foundations, as we see on page 41: "Selection

of criteria always lmplies some value system, and values are essentially

arbitrary even if not unreasoned." Now the cat's out of the bag.

The fundamental approach of PDK is that value judgments are essentially

arbitrary; and therefore you're not entitled to criticize those of

the client. That seems to me a terrible position to adopt. It

seems to condone an abrogation of the responsibility'of the evaluator.

and 1 think it's precisely this philosophy that ied to a lot of crap

masquerading as evaluation that surrounded Title I. I don't think

that it's arbitrary to.conclude that Title I money was systeMatically
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throughout the South. It Isn't arbitrary to reject a

ent's goals if they involve the misuse of funds appropriated by

Cangresr for helping the needy. it Is obligatory. The doctrine of

equal rights in not, in my mlew,_arbitrary but the most rational

social strategy. Quite certainly, most evaluation today is simply

naive if it supposes the client incapable of conscious or unconscious

fraud on the government or, thestudents or the parents or the

teachers, and move one for an evaluator is looking into this possibility.

(Move two is having someone else look into the possibility -,hat he is

himself putting one over.)

So it is not incidental but crucial that the evaluator is a

conscience as well as a consultant, an auditor as well as an adviser,

Whether in the formahve or the summative role, he Is worth little

if he loses his inidependence. In summativa evaluation it must be

he who signs the report and edits it and In certain circumstances

gets it published-if the.client refuses to publish it. (There is

an echo of sensitivity to that point on page 301.) Otherwise he

connives at preve4able fraud. This Is not a mere technical adviser's

role, it is an autonomous professional role with a code of professional

ethics attached, related in many ways:to the aue'tor's role.

An amusing antecedent to this is to be found in medieval

Japan where great families depended for their livelihood and

honomupon their leaders° skill and reputation as a sword-evaluator.
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Their mark on a blade was a jealously guarded hard-earned, and

indispensable adjunct to the sword-maker's own signature. It was

completely independent: whole families, generation after generation,

depended absolutely upon the integrity of that signature. As a

matter pf interest, these early evaluators were strong supporters

of the behavioral-- objectives approach. priteiion performance was

checked out by the use of prisoners from the nearekt jail, and the

testers's signs on the' blade indicated the "severage quotient"

rather precisely. (Records do not show whether allowance was made-

r inter-subject variance.)

Well, this notion of independence is not-clear'enou9n In PM,

it'seems to me.. .The very eiaborate attempt, from-page 470 on, to

eveluate their own.report, using their theory of evalUation, strikes .

one as a bit odd.. Of course, we all do ourown formative evaluation

of everything we wre, albeit not very wall, but6we cantt pessibiy

claim to do our own summative evaluation. The swordsmiths had the

point right. They didn't sign the blade twice the second tiMe as

-an evaluator. 'They broke it if it wasn't a good blade. If they put

it out over their signature, that meant that they thought it was-a,

good blade. ,That's what one gm-esti ftom reports, it's implici,t in

'them. Not much-can be gained from a second section which says

"OK, now have we done well? Yft.i, we heya done well." I think

one just has to face the fact that there Is a ro/e of evaluation which

it's just not sensible to suppose that you can do by yourself.
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The practical issues connected with thfs point are numerous.

For example, the institutional contamination of evaluators who are

on the etaff of school districts, projecta or state departMents,

,
may make the PM model for the use of a(ialtiators in the edikational

system not quite viable. I do not think they examine with sufficient

care the possibility that the role for such personnel is vbry tricky,

and that much or some of their work is better handled by the use of

'outside consultants .

On a related point; it may be fatal to fragment the role of
-

evaluation as C1PP and PEW do in their team approach. it seems to me

they finish up without either an evaluator or an evaluation teamw,They

break the task out into the statistician, the administrator, the public
71,

relations, man, and iOyan. But you look at this list and wonder how

this group is going to get together and produce an evalUation.

It's not clear what they've got in miqd, and I certainly don't

thint- you went toadd a moralist to the peCk. But 1 do-think they

underestimate the role of axiological or value-analysia training for

at least some of the team.

,ln cOnclusion, two minor pc:6 s. A dimension of evaluation that

,

1 find of great importance in practice is the form of presentation of

the evaluation,itself Quite comMonly, compresston-,for eXample-

is a merit that fs.hard to achieve and.most important for dissemination°

(This point is surely One of the reasons the letter7grade dies.so hard.)
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Nowiwanttomake a correction of the handout version, Lome of you

have, which was written for ERIC some time ago, from my ,notes without

PDK's report to look at. 21t is simply incorrect as it stands. The

PDK report does discuss mundane matters such as presentation, and indeed

I am very glad they do. Something it does not do is to consider

treating alternative forms of piesentation as e.ducational products-
,

themselves, and hence appro-priate for evaluation in an expeeimental

way, not by you as the author sittino there and saying you think .

'they're good (having just written them), art by =running a "iet of tests

on them. So, for esxaMple, in coming up With the C1PP outine itself,

/
why not treat that six pages or ten pages-as being an educational

product Which should be evaluated? Perhaps in the.workshop this

was done but it's hard for me to believe. TO do it,right, you get

a naive graduate student froM mathematics to read it, make what_the-

hell he can out of it, summarize it in ten.lines, and then-try that

summary as your control and see whether the teachers do better or

worse from it. That would be a beginning on the "radical comparison"

evaluation.

Finally, perhaps the best of all the ifractices of,a good

evaluator is getting the benefit of criticism from.tha other side,

it goes very hard,on the ego at times,but it's'the.mark of the

professional to do it. 1 want to conclude by congratulatincl the

PDK team for their wrningness to invite the expression of deviane-
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vwpolnts no only in the use of NI 11-men revimq panel in ne

formative stage but also in the use of this panel in the summative.

I'm not sure they expected my viewpoint to be thlE Jnt, but

arranging the panel was in the best tradition of a quite noble

profesion, and I salute them for it.

A last footnote: I think the list of specialties from which

evaluators can learn, which they give on page 455, a dseful kind of

suggestion, could be supplemented somewhat. They say that evaluation

specialists can receive "aid in comprehending.their work from three

reast
__-

ganeral systems.theory, economics, and political science.

The first is Important to the evaluator as he considers the structure

of phenomena on which decisions focus. The second, economics, sheds

light'on the nature of the decisions. The third, political science,

contains constructs helpful in understanding the process of choosing."

I wodld add these: (i) radical political theory--in'ordei to .,ae

the other options in what they call input evaluation, (ii) ethics

or value theory, never discussed by them--very important. They -

,mention them once in one line very near the end, but they deserve

better; (ill) Kistoriographyit never occurs to them that the -

analysis of historical material for evaluative purposes may have

somethingAmportant for us to learn frmn, and of course it undermines

their definition of evaluation; (iv) accounting, a reltively

unsophisticated approach to cost accounting' procedures, cost-effectIveness
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analysiD, etcop is reaihr important in some evaluations; (v)

language analysis In all their lists of specia/ties they never see

that the skill of congruence identification between the descripticA

of goals and the items in the pool of tests is a in and of

itself that is absolutely transcendent over statistical skills,

tec.t construction skills of the ordinary'kind, and is the dath of

more test construction endeavors than anything elSe.

Well, one of.--the last things they say is "Nothing Is worse

than destructive criticism." I don't agree at all. Silence is

..r.uch worse. I have at least avoided that.
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DETERMINGING "MOST PROBABLE" CAUSES: A CALL FOR

RE-EX4MINING EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

James L. Wardrop

It is illustrative of the scope.of the PDK monograph that

feel after listening to these four expert reactions that have gone

before, that I still have something to say. I have a feeling that

If the members of the PDK Committee made a serious attempt tei

reconcile their presentation wit,- our reactions, they would work

for at least twenty years before claming out with a new one. To

set the stage for my remarks (which Bill Michael has already

alluded to), I should point out that one thing I have seen happening

is people doing siv. s of : sort which would have to be considered

as poor research and atteMpting to justify them under the heading

of "ev luation" t would also like to say before I get into my

\ .

substanc!ve comments that although what'.I say might seem to impty
-.,

^._.

that I am accepting the PDK definition of evaluation and the CIPP

apprOach,
(

this is not strictly true, I have used their definition
.

.

.

and-the CIPP approach because it provides me with a foil for my.

arguments. In thts, respect, then, Imay not be quite fair to the
k;

members of the Committee.

Ay-otiliir point can be stated quite succinctly: namely, a

'centre/ focus of educational evaluation is egplanlation (or, wore
"
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\

precisely, the selection among several possible alternative c;%plana-

I

tione).1 1

1

Once 1 have stated this thesi''t the really hard work begins.
\

\

1
have now obligated myself to do three things: first, to explicate

\

this succinct statement and eZtempt o give it substance; second, to
._

justify the assertion I have made; avd finally, tóindicate in some

way how 177 thesis may be viewed as a keaction to the Pk ',eriais.

If I
succeed in discharging any one of these obligations, my day will

1

\

\

A.L.1911S-."----"f...C.AUALi-ti
\

\

I circulated an earlier version ef hes,, comments to a number

have been an unprecedented success.

Of friends, colleagues, and acquaintance a few people actually fell

into more than one of these three eategoles). kgratlfying nuMber

of th4se people reacted. Now on the basit of those reactions 1

am-comNixicmd of two thingse first, 1 had come,up with the best

.projectiNe technique for educational evaluators yet devised, l'

won'ttake the time to share with you those "projective" reeetions

right now, but let me say that if rwer to give you the list of

names of those people who Tedeted and another list of the reections,

you would not have a very difficult time matching them. Additionally,

1

1 feel the need to queli.-fr that sligl.aly end ey that althouen

it is the central focus, it isnt the oniy focus and should )t be

the primary focus of many evaluation studies.
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manY of the reactions I received challenged my st tement about til,

centrality of explanation to evaluation, for one primary reason. In

that earlier draft I made the statement: "Expic.nation, as it is used
'7

in this papee, refers to the determination of ,the most probable

cause for a phenOmenon." TO use the word "cause" especially with

people trained in the social sciences,, is either naive or foolhardy9

it's sort of like sticking one's head into a beehive.'

Nevertheless, I am going to stand by what I wrot4a then.

(Naivee'dies hard in met) One difference, though, is that I am

going to try to clarify what I mean by "cause" in the context of this ,

paper. ErAest Nage% in,hTs-chapter on "Types of Causal.Explanation

in Science" in Lerner's book Cause and Effect, has colidel'ed, among'

other things, what he referred to as "eonditionally necessary ceuses.."

sure that I can do justice to that notion here bUt I'll

make a stab at it. That is, suppose event F. was observed. When

E occurred, antccedent ConditionssA a, and C were present'. (It

is possible, as Nagel pointed out, that we may be unaware of the

existence of some or all of these conditions.). The general rule

which applies to this situation might 6e stated as follows:

Given-that conditions /413, end C are present, then ifcondition 0

is also present, event E will monk.; while if D. is not present, E

will not occur. Since Condition 0 Tn and of itself s not sufficient

,
to bring about the occurrence of E and since E may lccur under'some
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other circumstoos in the absence o.j 0, ue seak of D as a

c-cntirlently necessary cause of event E. This is precisely the

notion of causality 2 had in mind in writing that "exp:anatior

the detemination of the most probable cause or causes for a

phenort4non--1s a central focus of educational evaluation."

.1t is my'contention'that, in every type of evaluation presented

by the POIC Commlision, explanation is crucial. Further, I would

argue that the PIM volume does not adequately treat this concept nor

does it adequately consider some of the implications of the concept

for the methodology of evaluation. They have treated it somewhat

at various points in the monograph but towhere is it presented in

detail.

The Rble of Explanation in Evaluation

in eValuation as in exPerimentation, we seek to'rule out,

insefar as we are able, alternative explanations for phenomena. One

aspect of-conteXt evaluation involves monitoring the system in order

o identifif Problems and isolate possible'causes of these problems.

Since the subsequent deyneation of.a class of possible change

strategies is directly(deteriMinecrby the causes so Identified,

it is vital that thesevaluiltor be able to provide information of

such quality as to Insure that 'the identification of a cause or

catries has a high probability of being correct. In other words,

al rnative explrnations for the observed phenomenon or problem

must be shown to be unlikely.
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in irj,put evaluation, also, the issue is one of expianation, the

attribution of causality. For example, if we do something, A, ,een

X will be more likely to ogcur than If we eo B or C, i.e., A is a

m2/24i_211012A§12_s22,22.7-as cause was defined earlie---ef A ;w-in are

3 and C. Once again, the decision-(to do A, or B, or C) determines

how and where and to what extent we are going to,invest our rceources.

The ruling out ofor the ads.ignment of low probabilities"to

alternate explanations is critical.

One major focus of proceee evaluation is upon the early

identification and remova of barriers to the success of the particular (

program selected to implement the change strategy. As before, we

are faced with the need for valid explanations. To call something

a "barrier to success" is to make a causal inference of the form: e/

if Q, then probably,not X-. That is, the occurrence of (existence of)

Q reduces the likelihood thet X wili occur (increases the likehood

that "not X" will occur). SolVing the problems ef barriers is in

this way formally equivalent.to making-the kinds of selection decisions

which 4nput evaluation strves with the same implications relative

to the attribution of causality.

Finally, 2,=_It_mt evaluation can be thought of as representing

the effor** toward final verification of the web of explanations which

has preceded it. If the causal relationships postulated earlier

have been correct (If the explanations have been velid), then the
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hoped-for (intended) outcomes will occur02 It is in connection

product evaluation that we most often bring to bear the we Pth of

inferential statistical methods, apply our principles of experimental

desisn,,and in-general call up-our Methodological "big guns." The

concern in this paper Is that we cannot afford to wait until this

final stage to provide a sound methodoloc:cal base for caUsal

inference,, The methodology of experiment& and-traditional

statistical techniques may not--and probably are not7-appropriate
-

throughowt the evaluation process, but some methodologies must be

employed which will provide us with a sound basis for our explanations,

The Search for Methodology.

The preceding paragraphs have made a'caie for the centrality of

"explanation" to evaluation as it is.'represented in the CIPP approach.

On the bas!s of those arguments,- one must conclude that the ruling out

of (or assigning low probabilities to) alternative explanations--

or at least providing data upon which to-base iuch"de'Clsions

about alternative explanationsla an important aspect of.

e4aluation,; -

While the distipcOon be.L.ween research.and:evalisation is important

and, meds to be emphasized (as the POKat!thors have done), I have

._-.710,,114.6MPMP NOW:sramemONLIMENtroMMOREC

2
lt is appropriate at this point to remind ourselves that

'other, unintended outcomes will also occur.
"`
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some fear that a preoccupation with the --ifferentiation may lead to

an overly casual attitude on the part of sofx,... (-faluators toward the

quality of the information on ahich explanations produced wiThin the

evaluation setting are based. Threats to internal andin 'some

instanceseternal validity must receive extensive attention.

If anything, they are even more important in an evaluation setting-..

where decisions (based on chains of causal inferences) detenmkne

the allot. tion of precious resources to a considerabi, degree.-

thar they are in most research (especially basic research) settin).

!fa researcher commits a Type I error, he (or-other researchers) may

pursue en inappropriate question until the error is discovered and

corrected. On the other hadd, the possible consequence of an

evaluator (iar 'decision maker on the basis of informatfon provided,

by the evaluator) Committing the analogous-kind of error are muc

more-immediately felt inthe Tesulting misalltacation of resources,

-The traditional model for_educational research derives to_ a

great extent from agricultural experimentation after beir -Itered

thrdugh experimental psychology, in his efforts to provide valid

Information-on which to base explanations, the evaluatar will often

find this existing methodology both inF-'9-quate and inaPproprtate.

Ir such circumstances, there are at least .tWo alternatives to be

cpnsidered As a 'first step, we can s?-ek methodologies-for arriving -

at va/ie explanatieaa which have been si2 ssfully utilized in othr
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disciplines such as sociology, economics, anthropo- his,,:ory, and

so forth. Tom Hastings, a couple of years ago in hia presidentia

addr- o NCME, addressed himself to this -isSue.
3 A second alternative,-

inadequacies in methodology haVe beep identified, is to set out

to develop new approaches for gathering and analyzing information, in

order to minimize the probability that alternative explanations are

in fact correct.

IdentitysmtsthaciosaisAitej;Ls

In the preceding section, I pointed out very generally a task for

evaluation methodologists. One essential aspect of that task is the,

Identl(ficain9 f evcination activities for which existing methodology

is Ina equate. Through an emphasis on the underlying seardh for

causality, we should be able readily to identify many of those

_InadequaCies. This approach leads directly to a concern for the

neture of evidence. What kinds of evidence will best enable the

evaluator (or decision maker) to confidently discard alternative

explanations as implausible? iI(Jw can the evidence the evaluator

collects best he communicated to the decision maker? There is

also a question here and the adequacy of the explanatloi, One

3- -Hastings, J.T.""The Kith and Kin of Educational Measurers,"

Journa of Educatronal fleasurement, 1969, 6, 127-130.
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way of viewing that is,to say that exe1.01E9,p is adegup-e

when the recidient of that explanation is satisfied. I think INs

need to distinguish exp;,c-:Tr-ion in 3vaivation f m explanation

in research at least partially op this.basts.. As an illustration,

In a paper session on cürriculum'evaluation, one of tile presenters'

dIscUssed an evaluation EA: an approach to preventiAg dropouts

in hIs--4 school. In the-course of the e\aluation,'he collected data

on attendance rates for those students- tn the expeiimental program,

and students in some Of the control groups. Having first noted

thet attendance was much better-in the expertmental setting, he went

omto offer aco6ple of possible explanations. First, it was a
-

work-study43rogram and if a student did'not gO to school, on a

particular day:he could-not Work-that day (and'therefore woUldn't

be paid for that day's mork). Secondly, anY time .q student was

absent, somebody immediately called his-parentseither at home

or at work--to find out what was wrung, After the presentation

somebody In the'audience got uvand saldv Nouldn't-it be 'nice if

we could get better information out of Olt kind of situation by

designing a. little-experiment in'which we have perhaps a tlwo-byetwo

factorial desin Involving these two taCtics. .1f yOu think of 400

students-randomly" assigned according.to conditions one group whOse

absence was liandleC th'the phone call" and not being permitted

to work, another group only.by the phone cell, a third group.only
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by 13ermi- ng them noc to works and the fourth gro-!p noching mc,,be

we could Team some,crg about v-Mch veriabLe--no',. being permitted

to work, or i:he phone call to parents--is the important one,"

The eeaction 'ins: 'That might bece, biet rwas an extereal evaluator

for this project v-d it wasn't my place to redesign the project in

order to Servetthis kind Of research need. For the purpose 'of the

evaluation it was sufficient to show that what was being done In

this project did in fact have the effect of redueing absence."

Without 9o;ng furthee,,one may ask which of these two factors is more

likely to be the cause? At thFs point both of them were operating

within the program, the evaluator felt that he did not have the right

--ori the need--to intrude into the operation of the program tO

the extent of suggestIng.this kind of more traditional research

4:isign. For .1.1e purposes o: the evaluation, the explanation Was

adeluate. For purposes of acquiring generalizable, scientific

knoilledge, itas nat.

Given the positiOn of the FM Committee that evaluation serves

the decision maker, Other very important questions arise: for example,

wil'at kinds of "evidence is the decision maker willing to accept .

as bases for his-inferences? Another question is: Are these the kinds

of evidence he should (according,to some criteria) accept?,.The
)..

hope Is that there is dome commonality among dectston makers in

termr f the kinds of evidence they are Willing to accept, that
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the answer to this question does not depend entire y upon the id

syncracies of the individUal'Oecision makers that given c,?rtai-n

decision settings and decision'types, decision makers-in commen

tend to seekcertain kinds -of evidence. Answering,the "shoufd" -

questjon will take much harde logical thinking and-probablvIrm

yeara of investigation in,an effort to validate the outcoMes of

that thinking.

Surnmary

,

then,-the -task of the evaluator Is In some Ways much more difficult

than that of the nasearche r; FIrst, the evaluator finds typically

himsejf,working in naturalistic s ttings, settings In whiCh many

Let me sums. ize now and say that if properly carried out
a

uncontrolle&-and oftew_uncontroi/ablesources of variation
/

are operating. He is placed In the.poiltion of seeking consistent.

covariation over time and over 4.ontext, such covarlation to be

Important datum for his attempts at inferentiaf explanation.

Because the consequences of decisions §ased on evaluation data
,

haire consid rable Implication for (and effect on) the,a location

of resources, it les imperative that 9aps rh existing evaluation

imethodology be identified and some of those resources allocated

to,closing the gaps.
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'ou P bab!y have made an Inference about my comments "by\. .
noW one I would like to reinfor e. (You have prolliably made several

-

other. inferences I would rather not-reinforce, plso,) Namely, I

. _

do 'not have any panacea's; I am-not even sure where the answers will

come from:, But l-wOuld flke to see morp people spending time

worrying the Usstie of evidence explanation,.and cause

'.aducationiat evaluation,
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